The paper is devoted to calculation of the "classical" (thermal and/or shot) intrinsic noise of the single-electron transistor (SET) caused by the stochastic character of electron tunneling. Exact solution of the master equation describing the dynamics of the SET is obtained in the frequency representation.
I. INTRODUCTION RI &&R& =srttl/2e (2) then the tunneling events become correlated. These correlations result in several remarkable features of the dc I-V curve. ' In particular, it is sensitive to fractional variations (in units of the electron charge e} of the background charge Qo of the central electrode (Fig. 2) .
One can control the current through the SET by variation of the charge Qo. Figure 1 (b) shows an equivalent circuit of the SET coupled via the capacitance Co to a signal source (with finite internal capacitance C, ) generating the charge Q, . In the case of large internal internal capacitance, C, ))Co, it is possible to describe the The progress of modern nanotechnology allows the observation of several effects associated with charging of small tunnel structures by single electrons. ' These single-electron effects are of considerable interest not only because of their physics, but also because of the possibility to create various analog and digital "single-electron"
devices. '
The most simple, but very promising, device is the so- Another way to control the SET is to couple it resistively to the signal source. However, it is much more dif6cult to realize this idea experimentally.
The most important feature of the SET is its very high sensitivity to variation of the charge Qo. The best achieved experimental charge sensitivity of a SET, limited by the noise of the system as a whole, is on the order of 10 e/Hz' . ' ' The ultimate sensitivity is limited only by the intrinsic noise of the SET, caused by the stochastic character of the tunneling process.
This paper is devoted to the calculation of the "classical" part of the intrinsic noise, which can be described by the "orthodox" theory of the SET. ' The classical noise includes the thermal and shot noises; however, these two components cannot generally be separated from one another. Vfe calculate the spectral density of the current through the transistor, the spectral density of 
Here I, (t) and Iz(t) are the currents through the junctions and I(t) is the total current [see Fig. 1(a) ]. In the latter approach the dynamics of tunneling in the SET is described by the master equation for the probability o(n) of the charge state n of the double junction systern: 
The stationary probability distribution o"(n) 
In stationary state the average currents through the junctions are equal to each other: 
In this section we calculate the spectral density of the current Stt(co }, the spectral density of the centralelectrode potential S (co), and their mutual spectral density St (co). It is well known that the mutual spectral density S~"(co) for two arbitrary (possibly identical) stationary random real processes X(t) and Y(t) can be calculated as the Fourier transform of the correlation function Kx"(r): K (r)= -(y) + g gr(n')cr(n', r~n)y(n)o"(n), i.e. , summing over the different n&, n2, s&, s2 with the corresponding probabilities (16), one obtains the following expression for the autocorrelation function for the current I:
The last singular term in Eq. (18) is the consequence of the consideration of tunneling events as instantaneous. At =0 the derivation above fails, and the constants A. should be calculated independently (see below).
Let us emphasize that in Eq. (18) the initial state for the evolution (during time~) is not n but n+1 One can sa. y that the current at t =0 behaves as an operator which changes the charge state by +1.
In order to calculate the autocorrelation function Ktz(w) for the total current one should take into account tunneling events in both junctions. The expression below can be derived in a similar way to Eq. (18), and this result is quite clear if we consider the current as an operator:
-Constants A, A~i n Eqs. (18), (19}can be calculated from the high-frequency limit for spectral densities. Taking into account that for coRC)&1, four noise processes (two junctions, two directions) can be considered as uncorrelated, let us use the shot-noise formula:
A =e(I ++I. ), I =-eg 0"(n)r*.(n) . III. Let us substitute a", "(~)+a"(n') for o(n', r~n) in Eqs. (13), (18), (19), (21), and (22). The terms containing o "(n') exactly cancel the terms I a-nd I( c-p). Using
Eq. (12) it is possible to express the spectral densities in terms of o ""(co}.
where B=Re(1/(ico1 -I )).
In the same manner using Eqs. (12), (18), (19), (21), (26) for the spectral densities of the currents, one obtains
Here the shift of the variable n~n+1 was made for convenience.
Finally we get the following expressions for the mutual spectral density: (30) Sqq(co)=Cz/C~Sq (co)+C)/C~Sq (co),
Note that in Eqs. (27) - (31) 
' -10 -10" Hz, is much higher than the typical frequency of the signal which controls the SET. Let us consider this limit in more detail.
At co~0 the spectral densities for the currents I(t), I&(t), and I2(t) coincide (see Fig. 3 ). This is a conse- 
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The only consequence of the singularity of matrix F in these equations is that one should not try to find I ' numerically. Instead, one has to calculate immediately the result of the summation over n (the usual numerical procedure for a three-diagonal matrix can be used).
The typical numerical results of calculations using Eqs. One can see that SII(0) and S (0) 
Si~ (0) Fig. 4 (47) - (49), (66) - (77) give the following expressions:
S (0) We will need the following characteristics for each possible segment g:
The probability of the segment (more precisely the probability density) P(g); it is the frequency of the segment appearance in the sequence of segments;
The duration of the segment as a whole, r(g); 
- (45) I (n)=I +(n)+I (n), I (n)=-I'~( n)+I i (n) . (51) lim Sxr(tp)
Because of the independence of the segments composing the process, any such average can be expressed by averaging over the segments:
where the overbar means the average value, with use of the probability P (g) as the weight function, for example ab = f a ( g )b(g)P (g)d g. 
where the bold angular brackets mean the average for the fixed sequence Ii"i2, . . . j, and r8"c rroesp nd oto the pair ofjumps between charge states n and n + 1:
(k ) = kpi+, +ki~ki+. . .
For calculation of the average number ( k ) of electrons passing through and its mean square ( k ) for the fixed sequence [i,,i2, . . . ], one should take into account the possibility of tunneling through different junctions for the same change of charge state. For example, the transition n~n + 1 corresponds to tunneling through the first junction with probability I, +(n)/I +(n) and it also corresponds to the tunneling through the second junction with probability I'i (n)/I +(n). Summing (52)- (56) ' ' ' )(Bp+ li8 i+lz@z+ ' ' ' ) 
Finally, we have to calculate average values of (7), (7 ), (k), (k ), (kT), (bb), (kb ), (Tb ) taking into account the probability of different sequences {i,, iz, . . . j. Because the values 7", 8", k", l", @", P", Ti" are constant, we have to calculate only two types of averages: i"and i"i (the weight function is the probability of a sequence { i, , iz, . . . j ). '(lzz) ' ' ' ' C, '+. ,
I
The consideration of negative paths is quite similar to that of positive paths. The final result for zero-frequency spectral densities is given by Eqs. (47) - (49) ' ' ) bb=p11 [(t/p+i, t [(tl, +1 2tl 2+1 3tl 3+ ' ' ' ) +1// 1+1 21/J 2+1 31/ 3+ ' ' ' ] kb=pp+(kp+11k1+i2k2+ ' ' ' )(t '/p+i181+1282+ . ) pp (k 1+1 2k 2+1 3k -3+
)(t), +1 28 2+1,8 3+ ) rb =pp [(7p+1111+12r2+ ' ' ' )(8p+1181+12t/2+ ' ' ' )+7/p+11'$1+ 127/2+ ' ' ' ] pp [(r 1+1 2r 
In these expressions, the constants~" , 0",k",l",8", $", 2/"are defined by Eqs. (53}, (55) , and (58) - (60) The expressions (47) - (49) and (68) - (77) There are at least two ways to reduce the quantum noise. The classical tunneling near the Coulombblockade threshold V, depends mainly on the difference V -V, whereas the cotunneling rates at V= V, decreases R;"=min(R i, R 2 ), C) = C2 = C.
when V, decreases. So, choosing Qo close to e/2, one can reduce the contribution of quantum noise. '7 
